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in 1993, a private company, called primal pictures, was created to bring the
functional morphological information of anatomy to life in three dimensions.

the following year (1994), primal pictures was incorporated as a uk
company and the company has been based in the uk ever since. primal

pictures understands that anatomy learning is about how anatomy works
and not just about anatomy itself. an understanding of how things work
helps us to develop our models by allowing them to be more consistent,

more consistent by allowing them to be more relevant. composed of more
than two million images of the human body from different body parts, count
is organised into volumes representing regions of the anatomy. the volumes
are stored in a relational database and allow you to interrogate them using

the sql programming language. one volume from count is available to
download free of charge to view and is based on a project funded by the
european commission. the volume is called the european midlife heart
study (euramis). the european midlife heart study (euramis) is a large

longitudinal study of risk factors for coronary artery disease in middle aged
men and women the 3d human model at anatomy.tv is easy to use,
accurate and flexible to fit your needs. we have a wide variety of 3d
anatomy models which are accessible to the public. we have created

models of the heart, neck, head, jaw, foot, thorax, abdomen, pelvis and
limbs. all of the models are shown in either static or dynamic 2d and 3d
modes. in addition, there is a small selection of 3d pet mri linked models

which are denoted as such on the picture of the model. 5ec8ef588b
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